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ABSTRACT 

,4n intcrfacc to the 1)IMAD beam optics computer program 
c.nal,lrs t,llc opernt,or to perform in simulation the sequence of 
Il,agnet adjustmrnts that would be used online for tuning the 
Stallfort 1,incar Collider Final Focus System. The program ac- 
cepts any input, beam matrix from a disk file and presents a 
nlc’~~u of magrlet adjust,mcnts and scan and display options. The 
rc,sulti of a ray trace calculation are presented as profiles or en- 
vc~lop~~ p1ot.s on t hr graphics screen. We give results from studies 
of t11,- o;)tiirlization of t,hp beam IIII~CT various input conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

.2 nulnbcr of computer programs (e.g., TRANSPORT: 

‘~1~RTI,l?~ DI%‘lAD3) are widely used for the design and anal- 
ysis of lnagnrtic pariiclr hearn transport systems. \$Te wanted 
‘1 siniulation program to model the SLC Final Focus System 
(l,‘I,‘S) that would provide the user with interactive access to the 
SHIIIC cant rois anti rc,adback information as the actual beamline 
(I.(, IUOIT and no less), so that we could gain experience witch 
:hc tuning procedures to optimize our utilization of real heam 
:ir:le. ‘l’lle program (DlhlUSlt) 1 las proved valuable in a number 
of \vays. including training physicists and operators who partici- 
i>at<’ iit the bcsarn commissioning to: (a) explore distortions of the 
inl)ltt beam. (h) optimize the operating paramet~ers, (c) check 
cc)rlsisrc,nc>, hct,wc~c.n df,signeti and observed beam characteris- 
1 iP. f<(i) SAL up sl)c’cial test configurations; and (e) investigatr 
(‘011~(‘([11(~11(‘(~~ of modifications of the beamline, its instrumrnta- 
1 ion or tllr t nning procrdures. 

2. PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND OPERATION 

With the program DlhlAD one can study the motions of par- 
t ic1c.s in circular machinc3 or tW;irn lines. Particle trajectories 
arc’ co~npu~t*d according to the second-order matrix formalism’ 
l’l1(2 program accepts data records t,o define the beam line in the 
XIX11 itandard format’ and t,o compute beam and transport ma- 
tr-iccss. adjust beam paramrters, Irace rays, etc. For application 
to t Iii> SI,C, lmt11 the noI1-linear arid coupled-piane capabiliti<3 
c,f this prograIn arc cssscntial. T’hp use of ray tracing permits the 
gc>rI(sration of bc*arn I)rofilcs at poinls corrcasponding to profiic 
~l~~~s;l~ri~lg stat ions in the aduiti nlachint=. 

11’01 the DIRlIJSR irr~pl(,lllr:llLaLion, ylit’ made a ver3 m- 
nor lllotlification to DIMAD itself. namely. thr addition illto 
t II<’ hlAl> input, command rrporIoire of one new command. 
I~‘SI<I~IN’I’, to invoke thr inll7face routine. We start DIMAD 
wit11 ilLput decks which define the transport system and incom- 
irig t,r*nrn lllarrix. A 1ISEHlN’I’ card transfers control to tile 
interface rolltine. This routine temporarily diverts the input 
and ourput strcaanls of DIMAD to scratch files which it sets up 
or reads back to prepare displays at, the interactive terminal. 

DIMUSR’s interface routine displays a menu at the term- 
nal containing a list of thr focusing elements that are adjustablr 
(counterparts of those in the actual nlachine). Nominal valncs 
and menu fields which can accc,pt, altcxrat ions of these are pro- 
vi&Xl. 

* \Ycr!i supported by the Department, of Energy, coIltracts 111,: 
AC’03 7GSMlJ515 allrl Il~:~ACO2-BBI’l~?025:~. 

The menu also lists the profile xnoniLoring stations in the 
beam line, together with an option to plot the s- and y projec- 
tions of the beam envelope along the hcam line, with paramctc,rs 
that control t,hc scales of the plots. Any of t.lle scale parameters 
can be overwritten by the user to override the defaults. 

The computer tprminal’s function keys ars assigned to the 
program’s user-invoked functions. Typically the program traces 
the selected number of rays through the beam line and generates 
from these a profile at the chosen station. It may first adjust 
a focusing element, if the element, was selected with a non-zero 
value of its “step” entry. As another option, the user may re- 
quest a set of three profiles, corresponding to successive valurs 
of the element’s focusing strength cent,ered around the current 
value (Fig. 1). This option approximnt,es the effect of observing 
a profile screen in the real machine while adjusting a magnet’s 
strength with a knob. Or the user can select a five-point sweep 
of a parameter to get plots of the beam .I- and y widths and 
their corrclat.ion as functions of the parameter with a parabola 
fil , as in Fig. 2. The “Accept,” key caus<‘s the paramettar vahle at 
the minimum of the parabola to become the new current valor 
for that, parameter. Whrrr appropriate. variat.ions can br se- 
lcctcd as linear combinations of quadrupolr strtbngt hs, such as 
thr onrs for the final demagnifying triplet that corrcsspontl to 
displacrmrnt along t,hc beam line of t lip horizontal or vrrtical 
waist. 

Fig. 1. l’rofilr at t//r LC)TC~ ST4, located ut a high-/i 

point brtwcrn fhr triplets in the final frlrsropr, for ilrr,cr 
cciuolly-spaced srttings oj the updr~tarn skrw quadrujmlr 
SC,, I 7.5. 

Certain other procedures that arr performcY1 au1omaticall.v 
by thca control computer in the real machine (SW Ref. 5) hare 
analogs in the simulat.ion. A function kry on the terminal 
invokes the computation of t hc: s?xtupolc settings that. will 
minimize chromatic aberrations for the current, setting of the 
quadrupoles. Ilere, as on the SLC computer. DIMAD minimizes 
the value of the second-order matrix elements T532 and T544 for 
the inverse transport system (interaction point back to the be- 

ginning of the Fl:S)P Similarly, for the dispersion matching wr 
calculat,e at the touch of a key the correction quadrupole set- 
tings that remove the dispersion and its derivat,ivr downstream 
of the matching section. This, of course. is a subsrantial short- 
cut conlparcY1 with what nlrist bca tiont, to achieve this in the, rc,al 
l>caln li~~~~lrllhc~ bc.tat ran an%liiar sprvacl ildjust Ilic~nt ’ could I)(, 
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iq’ig. 2. Projected widths of the profile at the interaction 
point and their correlation as functions of the setting of 
thf douxstream skew quadrupole S&3. 

incorporated sas well, but in fact we simulate that process with 
a scparatw program (BET.4hlAT). 

A pernlanmt copy of the results at any stage can be saved by 
requesting the “log” function with a key. Both a graphics image 
nnd a printer version .of the current display, plus the current 
!11cnu and some ot,her numerical data, arc added to files that 
will be available aftc-r the program is trrminated. 

3. INFLUENCE OF INPUT BEAM DISTORTIOn’S 

Besides the magnet strin, , p m s c,cification. DLVlI!SR accepts an , 
input data file containing the initial beam matrix (e.g., at the 
cxnd of the lillac) and a transport matrix (e.g., representing the 
arc). We used this facility to study the problem of tuning the 
FFS with a misaligned arc. Transport matrices were prepared by 
analyzing t,he arc mode1 with random alignment perturbations 
(“seeds” ) with TURTLE! The FFS tuning procedure (see Fig. 4 
of Ref. 5) was carried out for several of these arc misalignmmt 
steels. Typically, we found that the spot size at the interaction 
point (11’) could be adjusted to gz z 0; z 2 pm, about 25% 
larger than for a perfect arc. 

Besides the nominal linac emittance of tZ = cy = 
:1 lo-‘” rad m we also ran t,he swds with the horizontal emit.- 
tallce increased to 12 . 10-l’ rad m. The issue here was to scr 
what harm might come from unequal emit tances in view of thr 
fact that, only two skew quad adjustments are available to re- 
nlov~ cross-planr coupling. With c, = ey and the further r(‘- 
cluirernent that, we have a waist at the II ‘, the cross-plane cou- 
l)ling beam matrix correlation cocff~cirnts obey the relations’ 

7.23 = 7-14 > 

734 = -7-13 

‘I’l~cse arc’ testrd for thus simulations by the plots shown in Fig. Y. 
\\‘(a sr(a l,hat, the condit.ions rrlating tile pairs are sat i&d as ex- 
p<~ctetl t’or an ccjual emit t,anc,cl input beam (opm circ,lc points in 

the figure). For i!ncqual input cmittances (crossesj, t,hry are not. 
In the tu&ng procedure, the adjustment of the skew quadrupole 
SQ17.5 to make an erect beam at the final triplet should pro- 
duce a small ~4, and indeed all the points have /r24) less than 
0.Y or so. But for unequal emittances, lr131 is greater than 0.4 
for all but one scaed, corresponding to profiles at the IP that are 
tilted if they are not round. 
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Fzg. 3. (a) i-23 vs r14 and (b) ~-24 t’s r-13 for fhe lI’rr mu- 
tricts for the five std. Upcr~ czrcles rtprtstnt the eq(LaI- 
emittance input beum; CI’OSSCS, the quadrupled horizontul 
emittance beam. Dashed lines indicate the relations PZ- 
petted for equal emittances. 

‘l’he consequence of these cficsct,s is t,tiat the best spots wf’ 
coIlid achieve with the larger cy wcrc about i1.3 /lrn in either 
plane. The perturbed arc introduces cross-plane coupling that 
feeds the larger horizontal emittance irlhc the vertical. The spot 
degradation comes from a combination of rrsidua! roupling a.nd 
diminished effectiveness of the chromatic correction. as well as 
directly from the larger tot,al emitt,ancc. 

III these studies it was assumed that the first-or-dcr dernag- 
nification should be set as for the design input. beam. In the 
next section we examine t,his question in detail. 

4. OPTIMUM DEMAGNIFICATION 

‘1%~ denlagnificat,ion can br cliaracrcrizcYi by the betil- 
furiction, ,5*) at the IP. Assuming lircear opt,ics, the linninosity 
scales as l/ij’. At smali va1uf-s of ,9 I+ this lintaar approxil:latiorl 
breaks down because of cllromatic and gtvlnetric abrrrat ions. 
Their dominating contributions are induced by first-order chro- 
rnaticity and correctable within the FFS in a dedicated Chro- 
matic Correction Section:’ The effective 8’ due to the remaining 
higher order terms then becomes (see Ref. 5): 

‘* 
@ cff z p* + .*J g + & e$ + K32 $ , 

(1) 

where 6~ is the beam entxrgy spread and ~1, K,?, ~3 are measures 
of the residual second-order chronlatic and gconlerrir abcrra- 
tions. The optimal demagnification, defined by minimal @ifr in 
Eq. (l), has been deterruinvd theoretically for a perfect bramlirle 
and is expected to be zz 4 mm!’ 

Operationally, the demagnification is adjusted with the use 
of an online modeling and titting package: After tuning the 
beams initially at /‘* N 3 cm (where aberrations are small) the 
package infers +t!c, i)catil D matrix at the entrance of the FFS 
from the nleasured beam parameters at the IP using a linear 
optics approach. New nlagnc,t sc%tings are then determined t,o 
rvach a desired srna1lc.r I$,, at the IP. Besides being a strictly 
linear approac.11, the pro<rd\lr~ is basc~ti 011 the, assumptions that 
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the initial tuning at p* GZ 3 cm was perfect and that the cr 
matrix at the IP is fully diagonal. As discussed above, the latter 
assumption will, in general, not be correct in the non-nominal 
case of unequal horizontal and vertical emittances (c2, cY), where 
two of the four cross-plane coupling terms cannot be controlled 
and corrected within the FFS.” 

We used the interactive simulation package to study the sta- 
bility of these mat.ching procedures and determine the optimal 
demagnifirat,ion under realistic conditions, taking the previously 
described arc matrices with random imperfections. Figure 4 
summarizc~ thr results of three typical examples. Shown arc’ 
measured spot sizes 0* = (CT: o-y*)‘i2, the effective pi,, = 

O2.Y l i4,yf, normalized to the desired /3iesr and the appi:ent 
emittancrs c* effz,g = CY Od,Y * , as functions of ,&,. The initial 

setup corresponds to a well-tuned configuration with /3* = 3 cm. 
The new magnet settings for each /3,*,, are determined as in the 
online /?-matching algorithm described above. For each new /3dffs 
value t,he beam is rrtuned at, the II?. 
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Fig. 4. IP spot size, ratio of eflcctiw lo first-ordrr I?*, 
and 7neasurrd effective emitfanct as junctions of the tnr- 
grt culue of $‘+, for thrre examples: (a) and (b) nominal 
linac crnittnncc with different mndom seeds for simula- 
tion of ~I’C nzisalignnzrnt, and (c) larger linnc emittancc 
in one plaue. 

FigtIre 4(a) shows a random seed for which the results arc 
close to the theoretical pre(lict.ions for perfect conditions. 7’11~ 
spot size rlc~crc~asc~s t.o well 1~~~10~ 2 /Irn and the optimal /3ies is 

N 4 mm. For /3ies < 4 mm the spot size increases drastically be- 
cause of aberrations. Nonlinear effects start to be visible around 
/qcs = 15 mm. Above this value first order beam parameters 
can be well measured. 

The results of Fig. 4(b) originate from a random seed that 
leads to particularly large deviations from expectations for per- 
fect conditions. Spot siges drop to x 2.5 /lrn at & ~2 10 mm. 
Ko clear minimum can be observed in this case. ?he vertical 
i?t,$,, starts to deviate from linear optics predictions already at 

ti* dcz E 20 mm. The emittances at ,Y* = 3 cm are not identi- 
cal to the input emittances which indicates cross-plane coupling 
effects due to the lattice errors in the arc. 

,4 case of unequal horizontal and vertical emittances is 
shown in Fig. 4(c). The spot size reaches a minimum below 
3 /Lrn around Pies x 6 mm. Cross-plane coupling is more scri- 
ous in this case because of the large horizontal emittance: The 
vertical emittance at /3* = 3 cm is 5. 10-l’ rad-m which indi- 
cates a blowup of cy by 70% in the arc. The effective /?z,, starts 

to deviate significantly from &, at /3&, z 10 mm. 

In conclusion, for most of the studied scenarios the highest 
luminosity is reached at /?’ values larger than the idealized the- 
oretical prediction of 4 mm. Considering the sharp decrease of 
luminosity at Pies below the optimum, a value of Pies 2 6 mm 
seems to be most appropriate operationally. 
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